Telebiz - Emeet -UC portable speakerphone & wireless with big audio performance
for conference calls
Turn any workspace into an instant conference room. Telebiz Emmet T22 is a portable speakerphone
and the first AI speakerphone in the world.. It is compact and portable and fits easily inside your
briefcase, wherever you’re going.
Speakerphone T2
2 lets you instantly connect and start a video or audio conference via 3.5mm analog
audio, Bluetooth or USB. When you need to take a call at home, in a busy office, or in a hotel room
on the road, the speakerphone T2
2 provides long battery life up to 12 hours
hours of talk time. Noise
Noisecancelling microphone array and speaker offer clear sound on both ends of the call.
Set up is a snap, just connect your mobile phone, tablet or personal computer to the speakerphone
T2
2 by using Bluetooth®, or the attached Aux cable, USB cable.
With advanced technology, such as VoiceIA™ Algorithm, Acoustic Echo Canceller and Noise
Reduction, the speakerphone T2
2 make sounds much more clearly, and provides a perfect meeting
experience.
TOP FEATURES
Crystal-clear
clear sound with full duplex
Rich crystal clear HD audio thanks to the sound technology VoiceIA™ audio algorithm.
360˚
˚ room coverage
coverage, up to 12 people
With 4 AI high
igh performing Omni
Omni-directional
directional microphone array, T22 picks up 360°sound.

Omni sound provides perfect communication, and you can talk to others in any direction.
Easy to use
Plug-and-play
play connectivity to PC Softphone/UC systems with USB cable/AUX cable
cable. Easy Bluetooth
connectivity to smartphones and tablets. With a Bluetooth dongle, turn your PC into a device with
Bluetooth, and Bluetooth range is up to 100 feet / 30 meters.
Exclusive portable design
Be mobile with a lightweight design, protective travel pouch and 12 hours battery life.

Works with

SPECIFICATIONS T2

SPECIFICATION

SIZE

125*125*35MM/ 290G
290

Weight
eight

290 g/10.2 oz
3W*1/ 84dB (Powerful sound)
Frequency response: 80 Hz to 20 kHz
Support wideband speech and HIFI audio
4 Microphone Array with AI algorithm
Frequency response: 100 Hz to 10 kHz
Supports wideband and narrowband speech
12 hours

Loudspeaker
Microphone
icrophone

Wireless
Specification

Talk times
Bluetooth
Distance
Bluetooth
Version
Connection Type
Output

Sound pickup
Angle
Communication Sound pickup
Specification
Radius

30 meters
V4.2，BLE
Bluetooth or USB cable, AUX cable,
Bluetooth Dongle
3.5mm audio output to connect
loudspeaker or earphone
360° omni-directional
directional
5~8 meters

Algorithm

VoiceIA™ algorithm, AI algorithm, AI
adaptive noise suppression,
suppression Double talk,
acoustic echo
cancellation (AEC), Auto Gain Control(AGC)

Voice
Localization

AI Positioning

Compatible with
Compatibility
Compatible
Software

Accessories

Inside
nside the box

Warranty

Warranty
arranty

Windows® 7, Windows® 8 (32-bit
(32
or 64-bit)
or Windows® 10
Mac OS X® 10.13
Optimized for Zoom, Skype, WebEx, Goto
Meeting, Google hangout, Zoom, FaceTime
and other conferencing tools.
Speakerphone M2 x 1
3.5mm AUX Cable x 1
Micro USB Cable x 1
Wireless Audio Adapter x 1
Carry Case x 1
1-year
year limited hardware

